
Allan O’Connor, Buckley’s Tours Ltd.

As Transport Manager with Buckley’s Tours, Allan O’Connor knows all about bringing people around Kerry – and 
now he foresees the 3 Irish Open bringing Kerry to the world.

“The exposure this event will bring to both a national and international audience will be invaluable in  
reinforcing Killarney as a must-visit destination,” says Allan, “by showing it to be not only a place of  
outstanding natural beauty but also one that’s equipped with the best of facilities and the ability to  
successfully stage large events.”

If you’re in business in Kerry and you want to make the most of this unmissable opportunity, then register for free 
at three.ie/openforbusiness. We’ll give you a Welcome Pack full of useful information and goodies, and over the 
summer you’ll be first to know about all the plans for the Open as they take shape. Best of all we’ll help put your 
business out there right from the start, so visitors can make you part of their own plans this summer and beyond.

Like Allan, we’d encourage businesses throughout Kerry to register and, in every sense, make it big this August.

Be part of the magic at three.ie/openforbusiness.
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Pat & Marie Chawke, Aghadoe Heights Hotel and Spa.

This August bank holiday weekend the 3 Irish Open comes to Kerry. It’s a big date on the international  
circuit – and an unmissable opportunity for local business.

Says Pat Chawke of Aghadoe Heights: “For four days, the eyes of the golfing world will be on Kerry.  
It’s a magnificent opportunity for us to give the world’s 61 million golfers compelling reasons to choose  
Kerry for their next holiday.”

3 is ready and eager to help your local business make the very most of this opportunity. Register for free  
at three.ie/openforbusiness and we’ll give you a Welcome Pack full of useful information and goodies.  
Over the summer you’ll be first to know about all the plans for the Open as they take shape. And best  
of all we’ll help put your business out there right from the start, so visitors can make you part of their own  
plans this summer and beyond.

Like Marie and Pat, we’d encourage businesses throughout Kerry to register and, in every sense,  
make it big this August.

Be part of the magic at three.ie/openforbusiness.


